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The presented study shows how distinctive features of the system influence the interplay between Induced Fit and Conformational Selection: weak dispersive 
interactions are mostly associated to conformational selection, while strong long-range interactions involve an induced fit component. Two different effects can explain 
these findings. The first one is energetic: in a conformational selection mechanism, where the apo and holo states are similar in energy, the population shift can be 
induced by weak interactions with ligands, while during an induced fit event, characterized by a higher energy gap, stabilization by strong interactions with ligands are 
needed. The second effect is entropic: since strong interactions are often directional (for example H-bonds), finding the correct orientation of all the interacting groups 
is less likely than in the case of dispersive interactions. Based on these findings, we provided clear indication that the ensemble-docking technique can better predict 
the structure of ligand-protein complexes when suitable methodological choices are made according to the different mechanistic scenarios. 
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Protein dynamics plays a critical role in ligand binding and different models have been proposed to explain the relationships between protein motions and molecular 
recognition.1 Here we present a study of ligand-binding processes associated with large conformational changes of the protein aimed at investigating the distinctive 
features that may lead to a conformational selection mechanism or the interplay of conformational selection and induced fit. Starting from MD simulations of the 
protein apo conformation, an ensemble-docking approach2 was used to predict the holo structures, investigating the most appropriate choices for each scenario. 
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